Towards a structure for a TSG-6.hyaluronan complex by modeling and NMR spectroscopy: insights into other members of the link module superfamily.
The Link module from human TSG-6, a hyaladherin with roles in ovulation and inflammation, has a hyaluronan (HA)-binding groove containing two adjacent tyrosine residues that are likely to form CH-pi stacking interactions with sequential rings in the sugar. We have used this observation to construct a model of a protein.HA complex, which was then tested against existing experimental information and by acquisition of new NMR data sets of [(13)C, (15)N]HA (8-mer) complexed with unlabeled protein. A major finding of this analysis was that acetamido side chains of two GlcNAc rings fit into hydrophobic pockets on either side of the adjacent tyrosines, providing a selectivity mechanism of HA over other polysaccharides. Furthermore, two basic residues have a separation that matches that of glucuronic acids in the sugar, consistent with the formation of salt bridges; NMR experiments at a range of pH values identified protein groups that titrate due to their proximity to a free carboxylate in HA. Sequence alignment and construction of homology models for all human Link modules in their HA-bound states revealed that many of these features are conserved across the superfamily, thus allowing the prediction of functionally important residues. In the case of cartilage link protein, its two Link modules were docked together (using bound HA as a guide), identifying hydrophobic residues likely to form an intra-Link module interface as well as amino acids that could be involved in supporting intermolecular interactions between link proteins and chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans. Here, we propose a mechanism for ternary complex formation that generates higher order helical structures, as may exist in cartilage aggregates.